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Samsung Opens Registration for First Annual European Developer Day 

Event takes place in London, on November the 18th and will include both technical and  
business development sessions, providing insight to new Samsung tools and SDKs, and an 

opportunity to join Samsung’s European Developer Program. 

LONDON, England.― September 27th 2013 ― Samsung Electronics Co. today announced that pre-
registration for its first annual European Samsung Developer Day has officially opened. The event, to be held 
at London’s Film Museum, on November the 18th, will provide insight into Samsungs new tools and services 
to help developers create exciting, innovative applications across Samsung’s smart device range.  

Throughout the day, technical and business development sessions will provide an unprecedented 
opportunity in Europe to learn about Samsungs advanced technology and create lasting relationships with 
the Samsung European team.  

Attendees will also be able to learn about Samsungs European Developer Program, offering a collaborative 
channel to working with Samsung in Europe.   

By working closely with engaged developers, Samsung envisages a win-win scenario. “With access to the 
latest test devices and marketing and promotional opportunities, working with the Samsung European 
Developer Program offers a fantastic opportunity for Samsung engaged Developer community” said Lee 
Epting, Vice President of Media Solution Center Europe. “We want to connect with developers that will get 
excited about pre-release technology, are open to communication and have lots of ways to put our hardware 
through its paces. This event is the perfect place to build the foundations of a great working 
relationship”       

Sessions and presentations from the Samsung team will cover key topics, including: 

- Latest information about Samsung SDKs including Samsung Mobile SDK, In App Purchase  

and SmartTV. 

- Tizen platform technical briefing including both native and web APIs from the platform architect:  

Alvin Kim. 

- Opportunities to work with Samsung including Samsung Hub, Samsung Wallet, Hyper Local Content 

and enterprise solutions.  

 

Tickets to the Samsung Developers European Developer Day are free, but places will be limited. Additional 
information about the conference, including details on how to register, can be found 
at www.samsungdevday.com. 

Developers can join the conversation using the hashtag #SamsungEUDevDay, tweet directly to 
@Samsung_Dev, and get in touch on Facebook and Google+. 

- Twitter : @Samsung_Dev 

- Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/groups/samsungdevelopers/ 

- Google+ : Samsung Developers EU 

 
 
 

http://www.samsungdevday.com/


About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 
  
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. is a global leader in technology, opening new possibilities for people 
everywhere. Through relentless innovation and discovery, we are transforming the worlds of televisions, 
smartphones, personal computers, printers, cameras, home appliances, LTE systems, medical devices, 
semiconductors and LED solutions. We employ 270,000 people across 79 countries with annual sales of 
US$187.8 billion. To discover more, please visit www.samsung.com. 
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